
5810 Black Tempal – NEW

 Beautifully superior.
Designed by nature. Perfected through innovation.
Find your quartz surface at caesarstoneus.com



Learn more at caesarstoneus.com

Polished
An elegant, reflective surface that is smooth to the touch. Our Polished finish 

emphasizes color and sets the tone for sophisticated spaces with its stunning 

luster. The sleek surface helps a room appear more spacious, adds luxury to 

interiors, and boasts remarkable style and endurance. Our standard finish is 

designed for life, requiring minimal care and maintenance.

Honed*

A satiny finish with low sheen and a natural, less formal aesthetic. Our Honed 

finish exudes an organic appearance with its low light reflection, while 

retaining a stylish, authentic quality with high design appeal. Smooth to the 

touch, yet soft on the eye, our Honed finish is in perfect harmony with both 

classic and modern design approaches.

Concrete*

A lightly textured concrete complexion that adds a sensorial dimension to 

any space. Our Concrete finish has a soft earthiness with low light reflection, 

similar to Honed but with a tactile effect. The surface evokes a natural feel that 

brings balance to a room, while delivering a classic industrial presence.

Rough*

This rich, complex, technologically advanced surface offers a compelling 

tactile effect, while still retaining a smooth profile that is inviting to touch. Our 

Rough finish has a distinctive, courser look with low light reflection, inspiring 

a modern industrial vibe. This finish is designed to reflect the authentic patinas 

of industrial materials, the variations in appearance capture real depth and 

movement, revealing different qualities that make each slab distinct.

Natural
A slightly textured finish that conjures up the emotional caress of stone, 

adding warmth to the grain so it’s pleasing to the touch. A satin sheen that 

gently reflects light—captivating the viewer and enhancing the depth of color, 

especially on darker shades.

Beautiful from start to fi nish
Caesarstone has a variety of fi nishes to make all your design dreams a reality.

*For those considering Concrete, Honed or Rough surfaces please note that these finishes may require additional daily care. 

When considering these finishes, please order a sample or view a full slab.

3101 Piatto Black 

4046 Excava

4601 Frozen Terra

5031 Statuario Maximus

5151 Empira White


